WOJEWÓDZTWO PODKARPACKIE

UNIA EUROPEJSKA
EUROPEJSKI FUNDUSZ
ROZWOJU REGIONALNEGO

Date: Mielec, 2nd September 2014
From: Zakład Poligraficzny Zbigniew Gajek
39-305 Borowa, Pławo 125

In relation to the intention of the project No RPPK.01.01.00-18-426 / 13pn. "The purchase of
thermal imagesetter offset plates for printing plant" as part of the priority axis 1 "a competitive
and innovative economy" of the Regional Operational Program of province Podkarpacie for the
period 2007-2013. I ask you to submit tenders for the supply of the following new printing
equipment:
1. Thermal Platesetter Suprasetter A75 and accessories with the following technical
parameters:
 maximum format of the exposed plate by 650x750 mm
 resolution of 2540 Dpi or 2400 Dpi
 max throughput: 22 plates/h
 punch bar for future punching SuSe A52/A75
 perforation system-425 Punch conf. HD + Bacher to the A75 SuSe
 Compact stacker 85/65 (landscape)
 RIP
 The license to use the program-Lic Meta Dimension 75 4-up on-line
 MD Preflight Professional
 DELL computer - PowerEdge T110 (Dell T110 II: 1 x Intel XEON E3-1220 3.1 GHz/8
Gb RAM/3x500GB NL SAS HDD/2 x eth 1 GB/19 '' LCD/DVD-RW/Win2008
 The license to use the program-Lic Prinect Signa Station 75
 The license to use the program-Lic. Adobe Acrobat Professional PC version
 DELL computer -Prinect Workstation (Optiplex 7010: processor i5 3470/8 Gb RAM/2 x
1 TB SATA/Eth 1 GB/21.5 '' LCD/DVD-RW/Win7U/64 eng),
 Suction system of debris removal: “Debris Removal System for SuSe A52/A75”
 Prinect Meta Dimension Prinect Hybrid Screening option
The tender should include at least:
• the name and address of the tenderer,
• a comprehensive technical description (complete offer) referring to the basic parameters

•
•

of a query
the value of the deals in PLN or EUR (net and gross),
the expiry date of the deals,

It is permissible that the offer contains also other, additional information, like: warranty,
additional features, delivery terms and conditions of payment and delivery, possibility to obtain
discounts, the maximum execution time, possible changes in nomenclature of pieces of
equipment to a factory, etc.
The tender should be mentioned on the letterhead or the company stamp, should contain the
date of preparation and should be signed by the tenderer.
The offer should be sent by regular mail, courier or delivered in person by the tenderer.
The closing date for submission of tenders expires on 18 September 2014.
The only selection criterion will be deals lowest price
Paper correspondence, please address to the following address:
Printing plant Zbigniew Gajek, 39-300 Mielec, ul. Korczaka 23 POLAND
Any additional information may be obtained from: Mr Zbigniew Gajek, tel +48 602 777 356,
+48 17 581 03 11, fax +48 17 778 12 09, e-mail: studio@drukarnia.mielec.pl
Sincerely,
Zbigniew Gajek

